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Malta 31 July 2020 

Mr Green is named 'Brand of the Year' at the EGR 
Marketing and Innovation Virtual Awards 2020. 

The popular iGaming brand Mr Green was crowned the 2020 'Brand of the Year' at the 
prestigious EGR Marketing and Innovation Virtual Awards 2020. The award came just 
seven months after Mr Green was named ‘Operator of the Year’ at the EGR Nordic 
Awards. 

The panel of experts identified Mr Green as the brand with the best overall 
performance, highlighting the brand's commercial success, future growth potential, 
and the dedication to keeping their customers safe through its green gaming 
approach. 

Neill Simpson, Brand Director William Hill International commented; 
"For us, we strongly believe everyone within a company influences the brand. From 
how we speak to our players, what product experience we put in front of them, how 
we ensure they have the tools to keep themselves safe, and how we engage with 
them through marketing, everything contributes to providing a Premium Online 
Gaming Experience. This award confirms all the continual effort that goes into 
making Mr Green the great brand that it is." 

Patrick Jonker, CEO Mr Green Ltd and MD William Hill International commented; 
"This award recognizes the great work all our colleagues have produced over the last 
twelve months, and I am so proud of them. The judges were impressed with our 
exceptional marketing campaigns, product innovation, Green Gaming, and robust 
commercial performance. We never get complacent, but it is a good indicator that 
we are going in the right direction.” 
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